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Summary by the jury

The Bouchrieh industrial quarter located on the outskirts of
Beirut currently suffers from an overflow of waste, recurrent
power outages, and a lack of skilled labor. The city’s overflowing
landfill is in dire need of an emergency waste plan. Addressing
the problem at hand, the project offers a set of sustainable
solutions for reactivating the area, transforming waste into
energy, and reinstating local craftsmanship. The project combines a waste-to-energy plant with public facilities – workshop
and exhibition spaces – aimed at raising public awareness regarding Beirut’s unsustainable condition. Making the problem an integral part of the solution, the plant is conceived as
a pioneering model that can be implemented in other parts
of the country.

Image 1: An exterior view of the project seen from the site limit, along the
neighborhood access point. Merging with the landscape, the project provides easy accessibility for the locals to interact with the public spaces, provided through rooftop terraces and cafeteria. The two forms of the journey
meet to create a cycle of awareness and public interaction.

Appraisal by the jury

The jury commends the student’s ethical posture and their
courage to engage with a citywide challenge. The very problem is perceived as an opportunity to not only produce refuse
as a valuable power resource but to also create a series of exciting public spaces – a wasteland is transformed into a place
and center of communal activities. The most promising feature of the project is the promising idea to empower local
craftsmen, through education and vocational training programs
with a focus on re-use, re-cycling, and reducing material flows.

Image 2: An overall diagram showing building access and the journey along
the two incorporated programs: the thermal treatment plant and the designer’s workshop spaces. The first journey acts as a museum and is guided
by the incineration process. It then links to the second journey along the studio workshop spaces, which aims to provide exposure to the many local
skilled laborers in the nearby industrial region.
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Image 3: Regional map of Beirut’s outskirts highlighting zoning,
flows, user groups and other agents involved.

Image 4: Exploded axonometric revealing access points, overlay
of programs, accessibility of outdoor spaces.

Image 5: City section showing the view towards the local landfill and passive climate responsive measures.

Image 6: Mass plan showing roof accessibility and relation to
urban context: 3D view along the end of journey.

Image 7: Plans through thermal treatment plant, designer’s
workshops, and display of ground floor landscaping.

Image 8: Section cut through the first journey along the incineration process with corresponding moments.

Image 9: Section cut through cafeteria, designer’s workshop,
and exhibition space with corresponding moments.

Image 10: Reading space and lounge at the end of the museum
journey with a view towards the existing landfill.

More at www.holcimawards.org/projects/waste-to-energy

